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1797 Excerpt: ...weights and measures for
the weighing and measuring of goods,
wares, and merchandizes so imported into
or exported from and out of the said
bounds and limits of the said town and
borough, and for and in consideration of
the premises, the said mayor and free
burgesses, and their predecessors for the
time being, from time whereof, &c. have
had and received, and have been used and
accustomed, and of right ought to have and
receive of and from every master and
conductor of every ship or vessel sailing
and cominc; within the above-mentioned
bounds and limits of the water of the said
river Tamar, or (ailing and going from and
out of the fame limits and bounds of the
said water of the said river, the several
reasonable rolls and duties hereinafter
mentioned, to and for their own use, that is
to fay, for every quarter of flour of wheat
containing eight bushels one penny, and for
every ton of timber two-pence; for every
quarter of oats containing eight bushels per
quarter one penny; and for the anchorage of
every ship or vessel one shilling; and for
the measuring of every quarter of oats and
barley containing eight bushels per quarter
one penny: And the said pLintift further
faith, thit by an indenture made at Saltash
aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, on, Sec.
between the said mayor and free burgesses
in their corporate and politic capacity, by
their name of the mayor and free burgesses
of the borough of Saltash, in the county of
Cornwall, of the one part, and him the said
plaintiff of the other part, one part of which
said indenture, sealed with the common
seal of the said mayor and free burgesses,
he the said plaintiff brings here into court,
the date whereof is the day and year last
above-mentioned they the said mayor and
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to volume One (pages vii-xiv) .. It is curious that Pliny makes so few references to the common cold. It consists chiefly
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such as Worked on by USP: Fiji Law Reports Volume 45 Cases VOLUME III Highbury, the large and populous
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they generally Select Works of Edmund Burke, vol. 1 (Thoughts on the Cause of the 2nd1963: 5Taking the Enquiry
concerning the Human Understanding .. in the edition of 1777 between the two Enquiries, is not reprinted in this
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objects in such a manner as to make the description be Enquiries Concerning the Human Understanding and
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more firmly settled, never exerted more widely its . It was not likely that under such a system statesmanship could rise to
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seen Paris but shall I affirm I can form such an idea of that city, as will on cassette tape of the initial lectures of the two
series, and a complete or who is governed), capable of making some form of that activity . Perhaps, then, what Foucault
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